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We analyze DPs in which a personal proper name refers to a work of art by the person named (There’s Bach on the 
program). We suggest that these structures are projected from a silent noun representing the work of art, standing in 
a predicative relationship with the proper name (its Agent). The predication is mediated by a functional head, a 
RELATOR. This RELATOR can take the Agent either as its specifier (canonical predication) or as its complement 
(reverse predication). 

Canonical predication with silent WORK, [RP Name [R′ RELATOR [WORK]]], captures the use of the 
definite article with these uses of proper names. While we start with the Brahms is grammatical in English, the Dutch 
equivalent resists the article: we beginnen met (*de) Brahms. This patterns with the fact that in Dutch, spelling out 
abstract WORK by the appropriate designator for Brahms’s art form is fine when the containing NP is article-less but 
not in the presence of an article: (*de) Brahms muziek. This is because DP-internal juxtaposition of two NPs without 
an overt RELATOR but with an outer determiner is generally impossible in Dutch (die idioot *(van een) dokter). 

The outer article is obligatory under attributive modification of the abstract noun (English a/the new Brahms, 
Dutch een/de nieuwe Brahms). Here a silent count noun PIECE heads the complex noun phrase (cf. a/the new piece 
by Brahms), licensed by the attributive adjective, which requires a local relation between ADJ and PIECE. This obtains 
in reverse predication only: [a/the new PIECE RELATOR=BY Brahms]. 
The restrictions on the definite article do not arise in the visual arts (English the Vermeers/Rodins, Dutch de 
Vermeers/Rodins). The silent N has the same value for the mass/count distinction as its overt counterpart; ‘literature’ 
and ‘music’ are mass nouns; ‘painting’, ‘sculpture’, and ‘film’ can be used as count. 
 


